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Public Policy Evaluation 2018-08-13
first published in 1998 this volume examines how super optimum decisions involve
finding alternatives to controversies whereby conservatives liberals or other major
groups can all come out ahead of their best initial expectations simultaneously this
book is organised in terms of concepts methods causes process substance and the
policy studies profession concepts clarify that policy evaluation traditionally
involves 1 goals to be achieved 2 alternatives available for achieving them 3
relations between goals and alternatives 4 drawing a conclusion as to the best
alternative in light of the goals alternatives and relations and 5 analysing how the
conclusion would change if there were changes in the goals alternatives or
relations super optimizing also involves five related steps but with the following
improvements 1 goals are designed as conservative liberal or neutral 2 alternatives
get the same designations 3 relations are simplified to indicate which alternatives
are relatively high or low on each goal 4 the conclusion involves arriving at an
alternative that does better on goal a than alternative a and simultaneously better
on goal b than alternative b and 5 the fifth step involves analysing the super
optimum or win win alternative in terms of its feasibility as to the economic
technological psychological political administrative and legal matters
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Public Policy Evaluation 1975-11
this volume explores four basic theoretical issues in public policy analysis
conceptual theory theory of knowing casual theory and normative analysis the final
section addresses future aspects of policy theory the editors introduction provides
essential definitions a discussion of five necessary elements of policy evaluation
and a review of key characteristics of good policy analysis ten chapters written by
fourteen experts in the field treat such areas as relativity and quantum logics
policy design the argumentation process and more

Policy Theory and Policy Evaluation 1990-07-26
for governments to be successful in achieving their objectives they need to select
the correct policy instruments this volume addresses the role of policy instruments
in achieving policy objectives policy evaluation provides a systematic assessment
of the impact that public policy evaluations have on the governance of democratic
societies this book emphasises the impacts of policy evaluations on the formulation
implementation and accountability functions of governments at all three phases of
the policy cycle there is a need for coherent and systematic evaluation this book
demonstrates how such evaluations can be conducted and the opportunities for
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their subsequent utilization

Policy Evaluation 1995
evaluation is a controversial and little understood strategy of public governance
control and decision making as early as classical antiquity scholars were
summoned to court to counsel kings public policy and program evaluation is a
recent addition to the great chain of attempts to use the brainpower of scholars
and scientists to further the interests of the state evaluation scholars are asked to
provide retrospective assessments of the implementation output and outcome of
government measures in order to effect deeper understanding and well grounded
decisions on the part of those in charge of government operations evaluation is the
process of distinguishing the worthwhile from the worthless the precious from the
useless evaluation implies looking backward in order to be able to steer forward
better written from a political science perspective public policy and program
evaluation provides an overview of the possibilities and limits of public sector
evaluation evert vedung examines evaluation as a mechanism for monitoring
systematizing and grading government activities and their results so that public
officials in their future oriented work will be able to act as responsibly creatively
and efficiently as possible topics discussed include evaluation rationality and
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theories of public management models of evaluation internal or external evaluation
impact assessment as tryout and social experimentation process evaluation and
implementation theory the eight problems approach to evaluation and uses and
users of evaluation all evaluation rests upon the idea that perceptions opinions
intentions judgments in short everything concerned with the world of human
consciousness play such interesting roles in political and administrative action that
their functions are worth investigating through experience humans may learn from
past actions the interventions of the modern state are so extensive their execu

Public Policy and Program Evaluation 2017-07-12
this handbook deals with many aspects of public policy evaluation including
methods examples professionalism studies perspectives concepts substance theory
applications dispute resolution interdisciplinary interaction

Handbook of Public Policy Evaluation 2002
policy evaluation is an important and well established part of the policy process
facilitating and feeding back to promote the ongoing effectiveness of policies that
have been implemented or anticipating policies in the making environmental policy
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is a special case presenting new complexities uncommon to other areas which
standard evaluation tools are ill equipped to grapple with it is also an area that is
experiencing rapid growth throughout the world and knowledge is now needed at
all levels of government and in ngos businesses and other organizations all of
whom are required to assess the effectiveness of their policies this handbook is the
first guide to environmental policy evaluation in practice beginning with an
introduction to the general principles of evaluation it explains the particular
complexities native to the environmental sphere and provides a comprehensive
toolkit of evaluation methods and techniques which the practitioner can employ
and refer to again and again the authors also consider design issues which may
face the policy evaluator including involvement of stakeholders the sensitivities
between them the a priori assessment of the evaluability of a field the
maximization of the utilization of the evaluations outcomes and much more
throughout the theory is illustrated with practical examples from around the world
making this the essential companion guide for anyone tasked with ensuring that
environmental policy fulfils its aims and achieves its potential
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The Handbook of Environmental Policy Evaluation
2012-05-04
this collection of essays edited by huey tsyh chen and peter h rossi underscores the
importance of theory in program evaluation and analyzes the nature and
implications of theory driven evaluations scholars from different disciplines cover a
wide range of issues such as functions of program theory the interface between
theory and methods strategies for formulating theory cost and resource constraints
different types of theory driven evaluations and the future implications of such
evaluations this broad based analysis is designed for interdisciplinary audiences in
all the social sciences including political scientists sociologists and public
administrators this policy study analysis points to four types of theory that guide
evaluations and describe theory driven metaevaluation five approaches are used to
analyze research strategies and methods three applications offer insights into
programs and policies and their implementation multigoal theory driven
approaches programs for the homeless and children s mental health services five
chapters examine applications in impact assessment and cost benefit analysis the
importance of theory in selection modeling the impact of plant closings research
based theory for educational planning and evaluation using meta analysis in
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evaluation and theory driven approaches to cost benefit analysis

Using Theory to Improve Program and Policy
Evaluations 1992-05-20
millions of dollars are spent each year on the evaluation of domestic and foreign
policies policy analysis has emerged as an important component of the policy
making process in american government this text differs from others not only does
it teach students how to evaluate the empirical aspects of a public policy but also
provides an analytical framework for assessing the value judgements that infuse
policy decisions students learn to assess whether a program reflects the kinds of
things that society ought to be doing

Evaluating Public Policy 1995
this book proposes an innovative treatment of minority language policies by
looking at them as policy options that can be methodically evaluated the author
applies the analytical concepts and technical tools of policy analysis to guide the
reader through a step by step application of notions such as effectiveness and cost
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effectiveness with particular reference to the european charter for regional or
minority languages the thrust of this book is deeply interdisciplinary and links the
evaluation exercise to sociolinguistic political and legal considerations

Language Policy Evaluation and the European
Charter for Regional or Minority Languages
2003-08-19
one of the most salient findings from the field of education is that there are huge
national differences in student achievement as shown in international comparative
studies like pisa and timss the shockingly large gap between the highest
performing countries mostly in east asia and many european countries
corresponds to a difference in attainment of two years of schooling although this
finding has been replicated in several studies the reasons for and consequences of
such differences are currently not well understood this book is a collection of
essays and studies by leading experts in international comparative education who
demonstrate how international comparative assessments can be used to evaluate
educational policies the volume is organized into two parts that address first
theoretical foundations and methodological developments in the field of
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international assessments and second innovative substantive studies that utilize
international data for policy evaluation studies the intention of this book is to
revisit the idea of using the world as an educational laboratory both to inform
policy and to facilitate theory development

Educational Policy Evaluation through
International Comparative Assessments 2014
evaluation has become a central tool in the development of contemporary social
policy its widespread popularity is based on the need to provide evidence of the
effectiveness of policies and programmes this book sees evaluation as an
inherently political activity as much about forms of governance as scientific
practice using a wide range of examples from neighbourhood renewal health and
social care and other aspects of social policy it relates practical issues in
evaluation design to their political contexts with contributions from leading
academics and evaluation practitioners the book considers key issues in the
politics of evaluation including governance and evaluation participatory evaluation
partnerships and evaluation and learning from evaluation the politics of evaluation
is important reading for academics social researchers policy makers service
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providers and professionals across the public services as well as professional
evaluators it will be a valuable resource for students on a range of social science
and professional courses and those concerned with recent developments in social
research methodology

The Politics of Evaluation 2005-01-19
this book is open access under a cc by 4 0 license the book examines the
methodological challenges in analyzing the effectiveness of development policies it
presents a selection of tools and methodologies that can help tackle the
complexities of which policies work best and why and how they can be
implemented effectively given the political and economic framework conditions of
a country the contributions in this book offer a continuation of the ongoing
evidence based debate on the role of agriculture and participatory policy processes
in reducing poverty they develop and apply quantitative political economy
approaches by integrating quantitative models of political decision making into
existing economic modeling tools allowing a more comprehensive growth poverty
analysis the book addresses not only scholars who use quantitative policy modeling
and evaluation techniques in their empirical or theoretical research but also
technical experts including policy makers and analysts from stakeholder
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organizations involved in formulating and implementing policies to reduce poverty
and to increase economic and social well being in african countries

Development Policies and Policy Processes in
Africa 2017-10-05
in the light of better and more detailed administrative databases this open access
book provides statistical tools for evaluating the effects of public policies
advocated by governments and public institutions experts from academia national
statistics offices and various research centers present modern econometric
methods for an efficient data driven policy evaluation and monitoring assess the
causal effects of policy measures and report on best practices of successful data
management and usage topics include data confidentiality data linkage and
national practices in policy areas such as public health education and employment
it offers scholars as well as practitioners from public administrations consultancy
firms and nongovernmental organizations insights into counterfactual impact
evaluation methods and the potential of data based policy and program evaluation
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Data-Driven Policy Impact Evaluation 2018-10-02
this volume examines the role of specialized knowledge in evaluating and
designing information policy the author begins with a description of the context in
which american information policy is made with examples of existing domestic and
international policies he explores scientific and technical information presents a
case study of the satcom report and concludes with suggestions for a new broadly
conceived research agenda within the framework of the method of investigation
described in the book

Information Policy 1993
the book focuses on basic quickly applied policy analysis methods that can be used
to resolve policy problems there are relevant real life examples used throughout

Basic Methods of Policy Analysis and Planning
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1986
this book appears at an opportune time in the history of evaluation its detailed and
up to date account of the organization and use of evaluation in eight western
democratic countries canada germany united kingdom united states denmark
holland norway and switzerland shows how evaluation functions at different levels
of development focusing on the national or federal level of government this volume
presents a systematic and comparative view of eight nations at different stages of
the development institutionalization and utilization of evaluations all of these
original contributions have been written by academics and government officials
involved in the production and use of evaluation findings each shows how their
respective country has moved to institutionalize evaluation at the federal level and
each explores the reasons for that institutionalization among them are managerial
accountability the increased complexity of the decisions facing policymakers
federally sponsored social change that needs to be tracked and assessed and the
increasing recognition that political power comes to those who possess such
information program evaluation and the management of government is tightly
integrated the contributions share coherence a common analytic framework and
use of key terms resulting from the authors three year dialogue as members of the
working group on policy and program evaluation sponsored by the international
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institute for administrative sciences located in belgium their shared commitment
to working together has given us the first systematic effort to assess evaluation
across such a large number of countries it will be of interest to applied social
scientists and policymakers especially those interested in comparative research

Program Evaluation and the Management of
Government 2020-02-18
this handbook uses methodologies and cases to discover how and when to evaluate
social policy and looks at the possible impacts of evaluation on social policy
decisions the contributors present a detailed analysis on how to conduct social
policy evaluation how to be aware of pitfalls and dilemmas and how to use
evidence effectively

Handbook of Social Policy Evaluation 2017-03-31
usa research results of a study of the federal system for the evaluation of social
policy programmes distinguishes four types of evaluation viz programme impact
programme strategy project evaluation and project rating covers administrative
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aspects organizational relationships between national level and local level financial
aspects and personneling evaluation techniques etc and includes recommendations
bibliography pp 121 to 134

Federal Evaluation Policy 1970
this book offers an essential comprehensive yet accessible reference of
contemporary food security discourse and guides readers through the steps
required for food security analysis food insecurity is a major obstacle to
development and achievement of the sustainable development goals it is a complex
issue that cuts across traditional sectors in government and disciplines in
academia understanding how multiple elements cause and influence food security
is essential for policymakers practitioners and scholars this book demonstrates
how evaluation can integrate the four elements of food security availability access
nutrition and resilience and offers practical tools for policy and programme impact
assessment to support evidence based planning aimed at researchers
postgraduates and those undertaking professional development in food studies
agricultural economics rural development nutrition and public health the book is
key reading for those seeking to understand evidence based food security analysis
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Food Security Policy, Evaluation and Impact
Assessment 2019-12-06
evaluation research findings should be a key element of the policy making process
yet in reality they are often disregarded this valuable book examines the
development of evaluation and its impact on public policy by analysing evaluation
frameworks and criteria which are available when evaluating public policies and
services it further examines the nature of evidence and its use and non use by
decision makers and assesses the work of influential academics in the usa and uk
in the context of evaluation and policy making the book emphasises the real world
of decision makers in the public sector and recognises how political demands and
economic pressures can affect the decisions of those who commission evaluation
research while providing recommendations for policymakers on adopting a
different approach to evaluation this is essential reading for under graduate and
post graduate students of policy analysis and public sector management and those
who are involved in the planning and evaluation of public policies and services
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Evaluation for the real world 2012-06-13
resource added for the health navigator program 105392

Prevention, Policy, and Public Health 2016
updated in its 3rd edition basic methods of policy analysis and planning presents
quickly applied methods for analyzing and resolving planning and policy issues at
state regional and urban levels divided into two parts methods which presents
quick methods in nine chapters and is organized around the steps in the policy
analysis process and cases which presents seven policy cases ranging in degree of
complexity the text provides readers with the resources they need for effective
policy planning and analysis quantitative and qualitative methods are
systematically combined to address policy dilemmas and urban planning problems
readers and analysts utilizing this text gain comprehensive skills and background
needed to impact public policy
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Basic Methods of Policy Analysis and Planning
2015-08-26
policy evaluation is a critical element of good governance as it promotes public
accountability and contributes to citizens trust in government evaluation helps
ensure that decisions are rooted in trustworthy evidence and deliver desired
outcomes drawing on the first significant cross country survey of policy evaluation
practices covering 42 countries this report offers a systemic analysis of the
institutionalisation quality and use of evaluation across countries and looks at how
these three dimensions interrelate

OECD Public Governance Reviews Improving
Governance with Policy Evaluation Lessons From
Country Experiences 2020-06-23
evaluation in recent decades has evolved from a tool for project appraisals to a
more widely used framework for public decision making and operational
management most evaluation books are focused on traditional tools of analysis
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such as cost effectiveness and cost benefit analysis to the neglect of modern tools
such as multi criteria evaluation social marginal cost of funds analysis data
envelopment analysis results oriented management and evaluation and theory
based evaluations this edited volume provides an easily accessible and
comprehensive survey of both traditional and modern tools of analysis that are
used in the evaluation literature to evaluate public projects programs policies and
policy analysis and advice the book will be of interest to students scholars
researchers practitioners and policy makers

Policy, Program and Project Evaluation
2020-11-02
taking a systematic approach this text stresses the adequate formulation of policy
problems as a crucial step in solving them it covers the historical evolution of
policy analysis the definition and formulation of complex policy problems and the
analysis of policy arguments for professionals working in the fields of public policy
evaluation and public administration
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Public Policy Analysis 1981
education policy and evaluation a context for change offers one perspective in
defining the problems of public policy in education and some suggestions for
redirection based on research conducted at five major school districts in california
this book reveals children s expectations for public education as well as the
performance of public schools and their vision for the future the areas of strength
and weakness in educational policy are discussed along with the needs for revision
in educational policy and performance comprised of seven chapters this book
begins with an assessment of serious failure in public education citing the
proliferation of programs personnel and administrative structures in public
education without adequate design coordination implementation evaluation or
adaptation to meet basic educational needs or to solve the complex problems
implicit in the delivery of public educational services subsequent chapters focus on
the concept of social innovation and the role of the federal government as an agent
of educational change the tension between structure and process in educational
policy the problem of specification in the implementation of educational policy and
evaluation as an instrument for educational change this monograph will be of
interest to students parents educators community leaders legislators scholars
school administrators and educational policymakers
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Education Policy and Evaluation 2014-05-19
this module examines key aspects of monitoring and evaluation as they relate to a
mental health policy and plan including how to monitor a plan and the different
ways to evaluate a policy and plan it presents a five step process for conducting
evaluations and explains how results of an evaluation can be utilized to improve
policies and plans the module then provides a detailed case study of a policy and
plan of a hypothetical country it describes various ways that evaluation can be
used over a period of time to assess and influence policy and the plan that arises
from it including the practical steps involved in policy evaluation and the policy
decisions that can be made on the basis of monitoring and evaluations also
available 14 module package who mental health policy and service guidance
package 14 modules other modules included in the package improving access and
use of psychotropic medicines child and adolescent mental health policies and
plans mental health policy plans and programmes updated version mental health
context mental health financing advocacy for mental health quality improvement
for mental health organization of services for mental health planning and
budgeting to deliver services for mental health mental health legislation and
human rights mental health policies and programmes in the workplace mental
health information systems human resources and training in mental health
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monitoring and evaluation of mental health policies and plans

Policy and Programme Evaluation in the English-
speaking Caribbean 2000
this comprehensive handbook examines public policy evaluation in democracies
focusing on the political dimension of the evaluation process it argues that policy
evaluation can be an emancipatory tool reducing social inequalities and exclusion
and offers novel suggestions on how evaluations can be used to improve
democratic policymaking

Monitoring and Evaluation of Mental Health
Policies and Plans 2007-11-07
this book appears at an opportune time in the history of evaluation its detailed and
up to date account of the organization and use of evaluation in eight western
democratic countries canada germany united kingdom united states denmark
holland norway and switzerland shows how evaluation functions at different levels
of development focusing on the national or federal level of government this volume
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presents a systematic and comparative view of eight nations at different stages of
the development institutionalization and utilization of evaluations all of these
original contributions have been written by academics and government officials
involved in the production and use of evaluation findings each shows how their
respective country has moved to institutionalize evaluation at the federal level and
each explores the reasons for that institutionalization among them are managerial
accountability the increased complexity of the decisions facing policymakers
federally sponsored social change that needs to be tracked and assessed and the
increasing recognition that political power comes to those who possess such
information program evaluation and the management of government is tightly
integrated the contributions share coherence a common analytic framework and
use of key terms resulting from the authors three year dialogue as members of the
working group on policy and program evaluation sponsored by the international
institute for administrative sciences located in belgium their shared commitment
to working together has given us the first systematic effort to assess evaluation
across such a large number of countries it will be of interest to applied social
scientists and policymakers especially those interested in comparative research
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Handbook of Public Policy Evaluation 2023-10-06
the broadening field of environmental policy is in great need of evaluation and this
handbook will be a most welcome timely and useful tool for this mission evert
vedung professor emeritus of political science uppsala university policy evaluation
is an important and well established part of the policy process facilitating and
feeding back to promote the ongoing effectiveness of policies that have been
implemented or anticipating policies in the making environmental policy is a
special case presenting new complexities uncommon to other areas which
standard evaluation tools are ill equipped

Program Evaluation and the Management of
Government 2020-12-18
praise for the third edition of the handbook of practical program evaluation mix
three of the most highly regarded evaluators with a team of talented contributors
and you end up with an exceedingly practical and useful handbook that belongs on
the reference shelf of every evaluator as well as program and policy officials
jonathan d breul executive director ibm center for the business of government joe
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wholey and his colleagues have done it again a remarkably comprehensive
thoughtful and interesting guide to the evaluation process and its context that
should be useful to sponsors users and practitioners alike eleanor chelimsky
former u s assistant comptroller general for program evaluation and methodology
students and practitioners of public policy and administration are fortunate that
the leading scholars on evaluation have updated their outstanding book this third
edition of the handbook of practical program evaluation will prove once again to be
an invaluable resource in the classroom and on the front lines for a public service
under increasing pressure to do more with less paul l posner director public
administration george mason university and immediate former president the
american society of public administration the third edition of the handbook of
practical program evaluation reflects the evolving nature of the field while
maintaining its value as a guide to the foundational skills needed for evaluation
leslie j cooksy current president the american evaluation association this third
edition is even more of a must have book than its earlier incarnations for
academics to give their students a comprehensive overview of the field for
practitioners to use as a reference to the best minds on each topic and for
evaluation funders and consumers to learn what is possible and what they should
expect i ve been in evaluation for 35 years and i used the first and second editions
all the time michael hendricks ph d independent evaluation consultant
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The Handbook of Environmental Policy Evaluation
2008
evaluation for health policy and health care a contemporary data driven approach
explores the best practices and applications for producing synthesizing visualizing
using and disseminating health care evaluation research and reports

Handbook of Practical Program Evaluation
2010-11-04
in ethics for evaluation the diverse perspectives on ethical guidance in evaluation
are untangled and ordered in a theoretical framework focusing on evaluations
doing no harm tackling bad and doing good divided into four parts a diverse group
of subject experts present a practical look at ethics utilizing practical experience to
analyze how ethics have been applied in evaluations and how new approaches can
shape the future of ethics the chapters collectively create a common
understanding of the potential role of ethics to infuse policy decisions and
stakeholder initiatives with evaluations that provide better insight and potential
solutions for problems going beyond what works to what needs to be done and
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what would help the methodological scope ranges from working in contexts of
fragility conflict and violence to participatory and decolonized approaches
including the ethical imperatives posed by global crises such as climate change
inequity and exploitative international relations ethics for evaluation presents
evaluators commissioners of evaluation policymakers and practitioners with
inspiration for an ethical perspective on how evaluation can contribute towards
solving problems it presents a solid foundation for inclusive terminology and ethics
guidance that would be the heart of a global exercise in professionalization of
ethical evaluation practice

Evaluation for Health Policy and Health Care
2019-08-21
mouritzen and opstrup s book is a most welcome addition to the subject of the
management of academic performance it is certainly well worth reading and
considering bruno s frey permanent visiting professor at the university of basel
and research director crema center for research in economics management and
the arts switzerland performance management at universities could not possibly be
more timely with universities and university faculty throughout the world being
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pressed to give more evidence and more precise indicators about their productivity
this thoughtful contribution provides a much needed and unusually thoughtful
analysis of the possibilities and pitfalls found in current approaches to university
performance evaluation given policy makers and politicians calls for evidence
based management and evaluation let us hope that policy makers heed their own
rhetoric and act on the evidence provided here the authors show that performance
measures while sometimes beneficial are subject to gaming and manipulation and
that more precision does not necessarily equate with better performance but
rather altered performance this superb book should be read by anyone interested
higher education evaluation as well as by those who are subjected to it barry
bozeman regents professor arizona centennial professor of technology policy and
public management school of public affairs arizona state university usa in
performance management at universities mouritzen and opstrup definitively
answer the question what are the effects of national university performance based
funding schemes that use bibliometric indicators as these schemes have
proliferated the question has become urgent the authors marshal comprehensive
data on the danish university system to sift through the many predictions
commonly made by academics newly subject to these systems to identify what
actually happened to danish research as the system took hold diana hicks
professor school of public policy georgia institute of technology usa and first
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author on the leiden manifesto on research metrics this book gives an account of
what can happen when performance management is introduced at universities how
do scholars for better or worse respond to a system which counts the number of
articles and books many myths exist about scholar s reactions they cheat slice
their production to the least publishable unit become more risk averse and will go
for the low hanging fruits in short they develop a taste for publication at the cost of
a taste of science systematic knowledge about the consequences of such systems
for the motivation behavior and productivity of university scholars is in short
supply the book is a major contribution to remedy this situation

Ethics for Evaluation 2023-09-25
recent developments in policy evaluation have focused on new notions of process
and use or notably influence but this debate among evaluators on how evaluations
are used has been essentially a closed one evaluators talking only among
themselves the debate has gone on seemingly oblivious to fundamental changes in
the intellectual landscape of public management organizational theory information
technology and knowledge management new realities demand a different approach
toward evaluation the current era is characterized by the emergence of an
increasingly global set of pressures for governments to perform effectively not just
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efficiently and to demonstrate that their performance is producing desired results
information technology allows enormous quantities of information to be stored
sorted analyzed and made available at little or no cost the result for those in the
evaluation community is that while individual evaluations are still conducted and
reported upon they are a rapidly diminishing source of information in the new
environment ever accelerating political and organizational demands and
expectations are reframing thinking about the definition of what fundamentally
constitutes evaluation and what we understand as its applications in this twelfth
volume in the comparative policy evaluation series authors from fourteen nations
address these issues from multiple vantage points from studies to streams is an
essential tool for policymakers government officials and scholars interested in the
contemporary status of evaluation provided by publisher

Performance Management at Universities
2019-07-01
policy evaluation is a critical element of good governance as it promotes public
accountability and contributes to citizens trust in government evaluation helps
ensure that decisions are rooted in trustworthy evidence and deliver desired
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outcomes drawing on the first significant cross country survey of policy evaluation
practices covering 42 countries this report offers a systemic analysis of the
institutionalisation quality and use of evaluation across countries and looks at how
these three dimensions interrelate the report also covers cross cutting aspects
related to regulatory assessment and performance budgeting the analysis
illustrates the role and functions of key institutions within the executive such as
centres of government and ministries of finance it also underlines the role of
supreme audit institutions

From Studies to Streams 2017
recent developments in policy evaluation have focused on new notions of process
and use or notably influence but this debate among evaluators on how evaluations
are used has been essentially a closed one evaluators talking only among
themselves the debate has gone on seemingly oblivious to fundamental changes in
the intellectual landscape of public management organizational theory information
technology and knowledge management new realities demand a different approach
toward evaluation the current era is characterized by the emergence of an
increasingly global set of pressures for governments to perform effectively not just
efficiently and to demonstrate that their performance is producing desired results
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information technology allows enormous quantities of information to be stored
sorted analyzed and made available at little or no cost the result for those in the
evaluation community is that while individual evaluations are still conducted and
reported upon they are a rapidly diminishing source of information in the new
environment ever accelerating political and organizational demands and
expectations are reframing thinking about the definition of what fundamentally
constitutes evaluation and what we understand as its applications in this twelfth
volume in the comparative policy evaluation series authors from fourteen nations
address these issues from multiple vantage points from studies to streams is an
essential tool for policymakers government officials and scholars interested in the
contemporary status of evaluation

OECD Public Governance Reviews Improving
Governance with Policy Evaluation Lessons from
Country Experiences 2020-07-23
this title was first published in 2002 there is a multitude of assessment methods
available for analyzing and reporting on the impacts of policies all with different
underlying assumptions and a wide range of criteria since the 1950s much
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research has gone into creating guidelines for policy analysis yet only a small
percentage of evaluation has been carried out on transport policy and none by
political scientists or social policy specialists the editors of this volume recognize
that european integration has seen a drive to bring policy evaluation on to the
transport agenda and has increased demands for strategic assessments it has
become apparent that to gain a fuller understanding of the success of a transport
programme a much more complex combination of analytical methods must be used
and a set of guidelines specifically for the field of transport must be developed this
book achieves this by bringing together a multidisciplinary team of analysts from
throughout the eu to discuss in a much broader way the various types of
assessment methods and how they can best be used to evaluate transport
programmes and systems both individually and in combination

From Studies to Streams 2011-12-31

Project and Policy Evaluation in Transport
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